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1.

Introduction

The prediction of electromagnetic scattering from buried objects
has many applications in areas such as detection of tunnels, pipes,
and mines, as well as exploration of mineral deposits. For decades,
a lot of work was done in this area [1–7]. Recently, surface integral
equation methods have been employed to determine the scattering by
PEC cylinders near a planar media interface [8–14]. More recently, the
investigation of scattering and radiation by a three-dimensional PEC
object of arbitrary shape located in layered media has been completed
by employing mixed potential integral equations [15,16]. In addition to
a PEC object, surface integral equation methods have also been used
to treat a buried homogeneous dielectric cylinder [17,18]. Both the
frequency domain solution and the time domain response are obtained
in [19]. In contrast to the work listed above, volume integral equation
methods have been used for determining the scattering by a buried
lossy dielectric cylinder [19]. Most recently, a hybrid surface and volume
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integral equation method (HIE) has been developed and employed for
the analysis of scattering by an inhomogeneous cylinder located in an
inﬁnite homogeneous space [20], and by an inhomogeneous cylinder
buried below a planar media interface [21–23].
Alternative to the integral equation methods mentioned above,
a number of hybrid numerical techniques have been developed for
the analysis of inhomogeneous scatters located in an inﬁnite homogeneous space – a space without media interface [24]. The unimoment
method presented in [24] is suitable for treating an inhomogeneous circular cylinder. Researchers have also presented a hybrid ﬁnite element
and moment (FEM/MOM) method, retaining eﬃcient characteristics
of both methods, for determining electromagnetic scattering from inhomogeneous objects, again, located in an inﬁnite homogeneous space
[25–29].
In this paper, we employ the hybrid FEM/MOM method presented by Yuan et al. [25] to analyze the scattering by an inhomogeneous lossy dielectric/ferrite cylinder buried below a planar interface
between two half-spaces of diﬀerent electromagnetic properties. A cross
sectional view of the cylinder and the half spaces are illustrated in Fig.
1. The electromagnetic parameters are µa , εa for region a and µb ,
εb for region b , where εb , and/or µb may be complex to represent
losses in region b . The cylinder is characterized by ( µc , εc ) where µc
and/or εc may be complex, and they may be continuous or discrete
functions of position ( x , y ). The cylinder is of general cross section,
inﬁnite extent, and its axis is parallel to the interface. The excitation is
time harmonic, transverse magnetic (TM) and invariant with respect to
the cylinder axis ( z -axis). In the formulation of the integral equation
part of the hybrid formulation, Sommerfeld integrals [30] are included
to take into account the eﬀect of the media interface. Also, the weak
form of the wave equation is formulated in a general way such that
it is suitable for the analysis of a buried cylinder with either continuous or discontinuous permeability. Comparing the hybrid FEM/MOM
method with the HIE method [21–23], it is simpler to be implemented
to treat a buried cylinder which has a discrete media parameter distribution. Even though the HIE method, as an integral equation method,
can be employed to handle this kind of problem [23], the numerical
solution procedure becomes ineﬃcient when there are a number of regions of discontinuous electromagnetic parameters within the cylinder.
But since the FEM part of the hybrid FEM/MOM method is a dif-
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ferential equation solution technique, this method is most suitable for
treating any kind of inhomogeneous objects, including the ones with
discontinuous parameters. The method presented in this paper can be
extended to the case that the excitation is transverse electric (TE) to
the cylinder axis, which is the dual of the case analyzed in this paper.

Figure 1. Inhomogeneous cylinder located below a planar media interface
and illuminated by a known source.

2.

Formulation of Integral and Diﬀerential Equations

As the ﬁrst step of the formulation of the hybrid integral and differential equations, the equivalence principle [31] is used to construct
the equivalent models of the original problem which is described in Fig.
2(a). The equivalent model which is valid in the region external to the
cylinder (regions a and b) is shown in Fig. 2(b), where the cylinder is replaced by the medium surrounding it and an equivalent electric surface
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current J is placed on the surface of the cylinder. Once the equivalent
current J is determined, the scattered ﬁelds can be computed based
on knowledge of the current. Fig. 2(c) depicts the equivalent model for
 t denotes
the interior region of the cylinder (region c). In this ﬁgure, H
the tangential magnetic ﬁeld on the cylinder surface S. The ﬁelds in
t.
the interior region of the cylinder can be uniquely determined by H

Figure 2. Equivalent models of an inhomogeneous cylinder under TM
illumination. (a) Original problem; (b) Exterior equivalence; (c) Interior
equivalence.

Using the equivalent model displayed in Fig. 2(b), we can express
the electric and magnetic ﬁeld in region b as
 b,i + E
 b,s (J),
b =E
(1)
E
and
 b,i + H
 b,s (J).
b=H
(2)
H
b,i
b,i


In Eqs. (1) and (2), ( E , H ) are the incident electromagnetic ﬁelds
caused by a known source, observed in the absence of the cylinder. The
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 b,s , H
 b,s ) are the ﬁelds produced by the equivalent
scattered ﬁelds ( E
electric surface current J radiating in the presence of the planar interface of the two semi-inﬁnite half spaces. Meanwhile, using the interior
equivalence model, we may express the electric and magnetic ﬁeld in
t,
region c as functions of the tangential magnetic ﬁeld H
c =E
 c (H
 t ),
E
(3)
and
c=H
 c (H
 t ).
H

(4)

By enforcing the continuity of the tangential components of the electric
and magnetic ﬁeld on the surface of the inhomogeneous cylinder, we
arrive at
 c (H
 t ) = −n̂ × E
 b,i ,
 b,s (J) − n̂ × E
on S,
(5)
n̂ × E
and
 b,s (J) − H
 t = −n̂ × H
 b,i ,
n̂ × H

on S,

(6)

in which n̂ is the unit vector normal to S, pointing outward from region
b . For an inﬁnitely long cylinder under TM illumination, Equations (5)
and (6) can be rewritten as
Ezb,s (Jz ) − Ezc (Hl ) = −Ezb,i ,
and

Hlb,s (Jz ) − Hl = −Hlb,i ,

on C,
on C,

(7)
(8)

where C is the bounding contour of the cylinder and l̂ is an unit
vector tangential and counterclockwise along C . Equations (7) and
(8) are the coupled equations for the unknown Jz and Hl . In these
two equations, the scattered ﬁelds Ezb,s and Hlb,s are found to be [9]

kb ηb
Ezb,s (ρ) = −
Jz (ρ )Ho(2) (kb |ρ − ρ |)dl
4 c
(9)
 ∞


kb ηb
ejβb (y+y ) −jkx (x−x )


+
Jz (ρ )
Γe (kx )
e
dkx dl ,
4π c
βb
−∞
and
Hlb,s (ρ)


Jz
jkb
(2)
=
(ρ ) cos θH1 (kb |ρ − ρ |)dl
−
2
4 c
 ∞

(n̂ · x̂)(−jkx ) + (n̂ · ŷ)(jβb )
j

−
Jz (ρ )
·
4π c
βb
−∞




Γe (kx )ejβb (y−y ) e−jkx (x−x ) dkx dl ,

(10)
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where ρ and ρ are the position vector of ﬁeld point and source point,
and where
Γe (kx ) =
βz =
βb =

βa
µa
βa
µa




−
+

βb
µb
βb
µb

,

(11a)

ka2 − kx2

,

(11b)

kb2 − kx2

,

(11c)

cos θ = n̂ ·

− ρ )

(ρ
|ρ − ρ |

.

(11d)

In the above equations, ka and kb are the wavenumber, ηa and
ηb are the wave impedance, in region a and b , respectively.
In Equations (7) and (8), the interior electric ﬁeld Ezc (Hl ) can
be determined by solving the wave equation of the electric ﬁeld in
region c . Starting at Maxwell’s equations, we derive a weak form of
two-dimensional (2D) wave equation as





 c ) × (∇φm ) · ẑds −
(∇ × E

 c · ẑds
kc2 φm E

A

A

+
A

1
 c ) × ∇µc · ẑds =
φm (∇ × E
µc

(12)
 c · l̂dl .
jωµc φm H

C

One notes that when µC is a constant, as a special case of the general
problem analyzed in this paper, Equation (12) reduces to the 2D version of Equation (23) given in [25]. Performing the vector calculations,
we simplify Equation (12) to



A

∇Ezc

· ∇φm ds −
A


kc2 φm Ezc ds

+

=
c

A

1
φm ∇Ezc · ∇µc ds
µc

(13)

jωµc φm Hlc dl ,

which is the scalar weak form of wave equation for Ezc .
In the analysis presented in this paper, TM plane wave illumination and the ﬁeld due to an electric line source are admitted excitation. The incident ﬁelds Ezb,i and Hlb,i in Equations (7) and (8) are
the z-component of electric ﬁeld and the component of magnetic ﬁeld
tangential to the cylinder surface, respectively. Explicit expressions for
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Ezb,i are given in [9]. Hlb,i can be computed by elementary method
from the expressions of Ezb,i .

3.

Hybrid FEM/MOM Numerical Solution

The coupled Equations (7) and (8) are solved by a hybrid FEM/
MOM numerical technique. First, we employ the pulse expansion &
point matching MOM technique [32] to convert these two equations
into a matrix form of linear equations. As depicted in Fig. 3, the cylinder bounding contour C is approximately represented by Nm straightline segments, and the j th segment is centered at lj with length ∆lj ,
for j = 1, 2, · · · , Nm .

Figure 3. Partitioning of cylinder contour C into piecewise segments.

Then, the unknowns can be expanded as

Jz ≈

Nm

j=1

Jj Πj (l)

(14a)
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and

Nm


Hl ≈

Hj Πj (l),

(14b)

j=1

in which Πj (l) is the pulse function [32] at the j th segment. Using
the pulse expansions given in (14a) and (14b) and point matching at
centers of the line segments, we convert Equations (7) and (8) into a
system of linear equations as
Nm


b
Jj Zi,j
+

j=1

and

Nm


Nm


c
Hj Zi,j
= Fi ,

(15)

c
Hj ZYi,j
= Gi ,

(16)

j=1

b
Jj Yi,j
+

Nm


j=1

j=1

for i = 1, 2, · · · , Nm . In Equations (15) and (16),
b
Zi,j
= Ezb,s [li , Πj (l )],
c
Zi,j
b
Yi,j
c
Yi,j

=

−Ezc [li , Πj (l )],
Hlb,s [li , Πj (l )],

(17)
(18)

=
= −δi,j ,

(19)
(20)

Fi = −Ezb,i (li ),

(21)

−Hlb,i (li ),

(22)

Gi =

for i = 1, 2, . . . , Nm ; j = 1, 2, . . . , Nm . In Equations (17)–(22), Ezb,i (li )
and Hlb,i (li ) are the known incident ﬁelds, Ezb,s [li , Πj (l )] , Ezc [li , Πj (l )]
and Hlb,s [li , Πj (l )] are the ﬁelds produced by the pulse source Πj (l ) ,
all evaluated at the matching point li . In these equations, Fi and Gi
b can be
can be found based on knowledge of the incident ﬁelds. Zi,j
evaluated by using Equation (9) and expressed as
b,1
b,2
b
= Zi,j
+ Zi,j
,
Zi,j

where
b,1
Zi,j

kb ηb
=−
4



lj+ 1
2

lj− 1
2

(2)
H0 (kb |ρi − ρj − llj |dl ,

(23)

(23a)
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b,2
Zi,j



kb ηb
=
4

lj+ 1



2

2



∞

−∞

lj− 1
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Γe (kx )

ejβb [yi +yj +l (lj ·ŷ)]
βb

(23b)



· e−jkx [xi −xj −l (l̂j ·x̂)] dkx dl .
b can be obtained by employing Equation (10) and exSimilarly, Yi,j
pressed as
b,1
b,2
b
= Yi,j
+ Yi,j
,
Yi,j

(24)

in which
b,1
Yi,j

δi,j
jkb
=
−
2
4



lj+ 1

(2)
cos θH1 (kb |ρi − ρj − llj |)dl ,

(24a)

(n̂j · x̂)(−jkx ) + (n̂j · ŷ)(jβb )
Γe (kx )
βb

(24b)

2

lj− 1
2

and
b,2
Yi,j

j
=−
4π



lj+ 1



2

∞

−∞

lj− 1
2





· ejβb [yi +yj +l (l̂·ŷ)] ejkx [xi −xj −l (l̂·x̂)] dkx dl
b,2
b,2
and Yi,j
.
One notes that Sommerfeld integrals are involved in Zi,j
They are evaluated numerically in the same way as that presented in
[9] and [10].
To solve Equations (15) and (16), it is also necessary to evaluate
c , which is related to the electric ﬁeld E c [l , Π (l )] as given in
Zi,j
j
z i
Equation (18). Ezc [li , Πj (l )] can be determined by an FEM solution
of Equation (13). First, we divide the cylinder cross sectional area A
into Ne triangle elements with Nn nodes and use Ae to denote the
area of the eth element, as shown in Fig. 4. Also depicted in Fig. 4 are
Nm matching points used in the MOM solution procedure. Then, we
expand the unknown Ezc as

Ezc =

Nn

n=1

En φn (x, y)

,

(25)
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Figure 4. Subdivision of cylinder cross-sectional area A into triangular
elements.

where φn (x, y) is the same as the weighting function φm (x, y) appearing in Equation (13), which is typically a locally supported polynomial.
Substituting Equation (25) into (13), we have
Nn

n+1


En
A

(∇φm · ∇φn − kc2 φm φn +

=
C

1
φm ∇φn · ∇µc )ds
µc

(26)

jωµc φm Hlc dl,

for m = 1, 2, · · · , Nn . For convenience, Equation (26) is rewritten as
Nn


En Sm.n = Bm (Hl )

,

(27)

n=1

for m = 1, 2, · · · , Nn , or in matrix form
[S][E] = [B(Hl )]

,

(27 )
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in which the coeﬃcient matrix element Sm,n and the forcing vector
element Bm (Hl ) can be found by

1
Sm,n =
(∇φm · ∇φn − kc2 φm φn + φm ∇φn · ∇µc )ds,
(27a)
µ
c
A


and
Bm (Hl ) =

C

jωµc φm Hlc dl

,

(27b)

for m = 1, 2, · · · Nn . One notes that the global matrix element Sm,n
involves an integration over the entire region A . Instead of determining
Sm,n directly, we ﬁrst calculate the corresponding local matrix element
e which can be found by an integration over the eth element as
Sk,l
e,1
e,2
e
Sk,l
= Sk,l
+ Sk,l

,

(28)



where
e,1
Sk,l

=
Ae

(∇αk · ∇αl − kc2 αk αl )ds



and
e,2
Sk,l

=

(
Ae

,

1
αk ∇αl · ∇µc )ds
µc

,

(28a)

(28b)

for e = 1, 2, · · · , Ne , k = 1, 2, 3 , and l = 1, 2, 3 . In the above equations, the interpolation function αl (x, y) is deﬁned in [33]. Using a
basic formula given in [33,34], we rewrite Equations (28a) and (28b)
as
e
1
e,1
e e
e e
e 2∆
=
(b
b
+
c
c
)
−
(k
)
,
(29a)
Sk,l
(1 + δi,j )
c
k l
4∆e k l
12
and
e,2
=
Sk,l

e
1 1 e ∂µec
e ∂µc
(b
+
c
)
l
µec 6 l ∂x
∂y

,

(29b)

for e = 1, 2, · · · , Ne ; k = 1, 2, 3 ; and l = 1, 2, 3 . In Equations (29a)
and (29b), δi,j is the Derac delta function deﬁned by

δi,j =

1, i = j
0, i =
 j

(30)

µec , kce , ∂µec /∂x , and ∂µec /∂y represent the corresponding average
values in the eth element and are taken to be the values evaluated at
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the center of the element. After obtaining the local matrix elements
e , the global matrix elements S
Sk,l
m,n can be found by a process of
assembly, which is a selective summation of the related local matrix
elements. The details of the assembly procedure is given in [33,35].
The forcing vector element Bm (Hl ) appearing in Equation (27), corresponding to the jth pulse source Πj (l) deﬁned in (18) as Hl , can
be found by Equation (27b) as

j
µc φm dl
,
(31)
Bm (Hl ) = jω
Cj

where Cj is the j th straight-line segment depicted in Fig. 3. An analytical integration of Equation (31) results in

j
jωµc− ∆lj /4,
m = na (j)



j−
j+
j
(Hl ) = jω(µj c + µc )∆lj /4, m = n(j)
Bm
+

m = nb (j)

 jωµc ∆lj /4,
0,
otherwise,

(32)

where n(j) is the index of the node coinciding with the j th matching
point, na (j) and nb (j) are indices of the nodes right behind and
immediately in front of the j th matching point in a counter-clockwise
sense on the bounding contour C , as shown in Fig. 4. In Equation
(32), µj− and µj+ are the permeability at the center points of the
segments [na (j), n(j)] and [n(j), nb (j)] . These point are also depicted
in Fig. 4.
The numerical technique developed above can be used for the
analysis of an inhomogeneous cylinder, µc and εc of which may be
continuous, piecewise continuous, or discrete functions of position. For
the case that µc and εc are piecewise continuous or discrete functions
of position, the cylinder cross section is divided in such a way that the
permeability and the permittivity of the material are either continuous or constants within each element. To solve Equation (27’) for the
electric ﬁeld, we use a matrix inversion and multiplication procedure,
and rewrite the equation as
[E] = [S]−1 [B(Hl )]

.

(33)

One notices that the solution of Equations (15) and (16) requires
knowledge of the electric ﬁeld Ezc [li , Πj (l )] due to the pulse source
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j
Πj (l ) . Therefore, we substitute Bm
(Hl ) corresponding to the j th
pulse source Πj (l) , given in Equation (31), in place of B(Hl ) in (33)
and arrive at
j
[En ] = [S]−1 [Bm
(Hl )]
,
(34)

for n = 1, 2, · · · , Nn . One notes that the coeﬃcient matrix [S] is independent from the excitation Hl . Therefore, we only need to ﬁnd the
inverse of the matrix [S] once. Solving Equation (34) and collecting
the solutions of En at the nodes n = n(i) , which coincide with the
ith matching points encountered in the MOM solution scheme, we can
c ] deﬁned in Equation (18) as
obtain the j th column elements of [Zi,j
c
Zi,j
= −En(i)

,

(35)

for i = 1, 2, · · · , Nm . Repeating this procedure for all the pulse sources
c
for
Πj (l ) , we get numerical solutions of the matrix elements Zi,j
c
i = 1, 2, · · · , Nm , j = 1, 2, · · · , Nm . The results of Zi,j , then, can be
substituted back to Equations (15) and (16), for the numerical solution
of the unknown Jj and Hj . The solution of Equations (15) and (16)
requires Nm FEM solutions corresponding to Nm excitation functions
j
(Hl ) . However, since the coeﬃcient matrix [S] for the FEM solution
Bm
j
(Hl ) , we only need to
is independent from the excitation function Bm
invert the matrix [S] once.

4.

Far-Zone Scattered Field and Field Inside the
Cylinder

After solving Equations (15) and (16), the numerical results of
the equivalent electric surface current Jz can be used to compute the
far-zone scattered electric ﬁeld by

Eza

=
C

Jz (ρ )eab
ρ,ρ )dl
z (

,

(36a)

Jz (ρ )ebb
ρ,ρ )dl
z (

,

(36b)

in region a and

Ezb

=
C
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in region b . In the above equations, Jz (ρ ) can be replaced by its pulse
expansion of Equation (14a), leading to
Eza

=

Nm



Jj
Cj

j=1

and
Ezb

=

Nm



Jj

j=1

Cj

eab
ρ,ρ )dl
z (

,

(37a)

ebb
ρ,ρ )dl
z (

,

(37b)

ρ,ρ ) and ebb
ρ,ρ ) are given in Equations (18a) and (18b)
where eab
z (
z (
of [11].
Also, after solving Equations (15) and (16), the numerical results
of Hj can be used for determining the tangential magnetic ﬁeld Hl
on the bounding contour C by substituting Hj into Equation (14b).
Meanwhile, based on information of Hj , the electric ﬁeld inside the
cylinder can be determined by solving Equation (33) in which the forcing vector element can be found by
Bm (Hl ) =

Nm


j
Hj Bm
(Hl )

,

(38)

j=1
j
(Hl ) is given in Equation (32).
where Bm

5.

Results and Discussion

In this section are presented numerical results for the equivalent
current distributed on, and the far-zone electric ﬁeld scattered by a
buried inhomogeneous cylinder under TM excitation. Selected data of
the total electric ﬁeld inside the cylinder are also given. Even though
the numerical technique presented in this paper is suitable for the analysis of a buried inhomogeneous cylinder of general cross section, only
the data for a rectangular cylinder, chosen as an example, are shown.
As illustrated in Fig. 5, L and W denote the length and width of the
rectangular cylinder, D stands for the buried depth of the cylinder,
which is measured from the interface between the two half-spaces to
the symmetry axis of the cylinder cross section. The upper half space
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is taken to be free space ( µa = µo , εa = εo ), the lower half space is assumed to be lossless and the permeabilities of both regions are assumed
to be the same ( µa = µb = µo ). The medium in region c (the region
inside the cylinder) is taken to be a lossy material with permittivity
εc , conductivity σc , and permeability µc . The medium c parameters
may be either continuous or discrete functions of the position within
the cylinder. As examples of inhomogeneity of the cylinder, two cases
are considered and illustrated in Fig. 5: a continuous variation of εc
and µc ; and four homogeneous layers characterized by ( µc,i , εc,i );
both with a constant conductivity σc . The operating frequency is chosen to be 300 MHz for all the data presented. The equivalent electric
current Jz is normalized to Hxb,i , the x-component of the incident
magnetic ﬁeld evaluated at the origin. The total electric ﬁeld inside
the cylinder Ezc is normalized to Ezb,i , the incident electric ﬁeld, also
evaluated at the origin.

Figure 5. Cross section of a buried rectangular cylinder. (a) Continuous
permittivity and permeability distribution; (b) Four-layer structure with
discrete permittivity and permeability distribution.
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The convergence of the numerical results has been tested in the
computation. To check the accuracy of the hybrid integral and diﬀerential equation method (HM) presented, we ﬁrst compare the HM results
with the corresponding surface integral equation (SIE) solutions [17]
for a buried homogeneous cylinder which can be considered as a special
case of inhomogeneous cylinders. In Fig. 6 is shown the comparison of
the equivalent currents in magnitude and phase, as well as the farzone scattered ﬁeld patterns. One observes that the HM results and
HIE solutions of the magnitude (depicted in Fig. 6(a)) and the phase
(shown in Fig. 6(b)) of the normalized currents are very close, and the
far-zone ﬁeld patterns (illustrated in Fig. 6 (c)) obtained by these two
methods fall on top of each other. Then, we compare the HM solutions
with the corresponding hybrid integral equation (HIE) results [21] for a
buried inhomogeneous cylinder with continuous permittivity and permeability. In Fig. 7 is shown the comparison of the far-zone scattered
ﬁeld patterns for a buried cylinder whose relative permittivity varies
as εrc = [2 + 2 cos(πx/L)][2 + 2 cos(π(y + D)/W )] . A good agreement
is observed.

Figure 6. Comparison of hybrid integral and diﬀerential equation
method (HM) solutions and surface integral equation (SIE) solutions for
a buried homogeneous rectangular cylinder subject to normally incident
TM plane wave illumination. (a) Magnitude of normalized equivalent
current.
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(c)

Figure 6. Comparison of hybrid integral and diﬀerential equation
method (HM) solutions and surface integral equation (SIE) solutions
for a buried homogeneous rectangular cylinder subject to normally incident TM plane wave illumination. (b) Phase of normalized equivalent
current; (c) Far-zone ﬁeld pattern.
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Figure 7. Comparison of hybrid integral and diﬀerential equation
method (HM) solutions and hybrid integral equation (HIE) solutions
for a buried inhomogeneous rectangular cylinder subject to normally
incident TM plane wave illumination: far-zone ﬁeld pattern.

In Fig.8 are shown the far-zone ﬁeld patterns for a buried rectangular cylinder with a constant permittivity and continuously-varying
permeabilities. One notes that the ﬁeld patterns are of similar shape
for all three diﬀerent permeability variations, but the ﬁeld intensity
becomes stronger as the coeﬃcient of the square variation term of the
permeability gets larger. This is because that the larger this coeﬃcient
is, the larger the average values of the relative permeability of the cylinder becomes, which results in stronger scattered ﬁeld. In addition, one
notes that the ﬁeld pattern for µrc = (1.2 − j0.05)[1 + 0.5(2x/L)2 ][1 +
0.5(2(y + D)/W )2 ] in Fig. 8 is asymmetrical about y-axis. This is due
to the fact that the equivalent surface current distribution depends on
both the permeability and its derivative, and the latter is not symmetrical about y-axis. Data depicted in Fig. 9 illustrate the inﬂuence
of diﬀerent permittivities of the medium in region b on the far-zone
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scattered ﬁeld pattern. A signiﬁcant change of the ﬁeld patterns can
be observed for diﬀerent εrb . And as εrb increases, the strength of the
scattered ﬁeld decreases as one would expect. In Fig. 10 are depicted
the far-zone scattered ﬁeld patterns for diﬀerent buried depth of the
cylinder. It can be seen, from this ﬁgure, that the strength of the scattered ﬁeld does not change signiﬁcantly with the buried depth since
the magnitude of the excitation ﬁeld does not vary with buried depth.
But it can also been seen that for deeper-buried cylinder, the scattered
ﬁeld pattern has multiple lobes in region b and the main lobe tends
to be oriented towards the horizontal axis.
In Figs. 11–13 are presented magnitudes of the normalized electric
ﬁelds inside a buried rectangular cylinder, with a continuously-varying
permittivity (Fig. 11); of four-layer structure with a discrete permittivity distribution (Fig. 12); of four-layer structure with a discrete permeability distribution (Fig. 13). Continuous electric ﬁeld distributions
inside the cylinder are observed for all of these three cases including
those with discontinuous electromagnetic parameters. This is expected
because the electric ﬁeld is z-directed and it is tangential to the interfaces of the four layers of the cylinder

Figure 8. Far-Zone ﬁeld pattern for a buried inhomogeneous rectangular
cylinder subject to normally incident TM plane wave illumination, for
diﬀerent relative permeability µrc variations.
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Figure 9. Far-Zone ﬁeld pattern for a buried inhomogeneous rectangular
cylinder of four-layer structure, subject to normally incident TM plane
wave illumination, for diﬀerent region b permittivities.

Figure 10. Far-Zone ﬁeld pattern for a buried inhomogeneous rectangular cylinder of four-layer structure, subject to normally incident TM
plane wave illumination, for diﬀerent buried depth.
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Figure 11. Magnitude of normalized total electric ﬁeld inside a buried
inhomogeneous rectangular cylinder with a continuous relative permittivity εrc , subject to normally incident TM plane wave illumination.

Figure 12. Magnitude of normalized total electric ﬁeld inside a buried
inhomogeneous rectangular cylinder of four-layer structure with discrete
permittivity distribution εcr,i , subject to normally incident TM plane
wave illumination.
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Figure 13. Magnitude of normalized total electric ﬁeld inside a buried
inhomogeneous rectangular cylinder of four-layer structure with discrete
permeability distribution µcr,i , subject to normally incident TM plane
wave illumination.
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